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. . [D]ejtineb atways to be
on tbe elge of tbing":
Prolegomenon to a Dialogic
of Transdisciplinary and Curriculum Theory
Patrick Howard
University ofAlberta

There is a fish in me... I know I came from salt-blue water-gates.... I scurried with
shoals of herring... I blew water- spouts with porpoises.... Before land was...
before the water went down... before Noah... before the first chapter of Genesis.
-Carl Sandburg

Into the Thick of Things
The quotation in the title of this paper is taken from Douglas Glover's (2003)
Governor General's Award winning novel Elle.' The novel is an experimental and
provocative tale of survival based loosely on the historical account of nineteen year
old Marguerite de la Roche who in 1540 was abandoned by her uncle, the malevolently
puritanical Sieur de Roberval, and exiled on an uninhabited rocky island in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. Glover' s novel blurs boundaries and distinctions and while situated
itself "on the edge of things" it totters on the brink of the abyss giving the reader
glimpses of a world thoroughly modem and postmodem at the same time. Dreamy,
enchanted ambiguities resonate in the space between what is real and imagined. Yet
all of this is supported on a steaming, fecund subsoil of physicality and sensuality
that is raucous and ribald to the point ofRabelaisian social critique. (Rabelais himself
appears at the end of the novel.)
Glover's appropriating history, the feminine, cultures, languages, landscapes,
religions, the human body in an ironic cross-fertilization seems to speak to where we
are today in curriculum theory. His use ofhallucinatory shape-shifting, the melding
ofthe human and non-human interlaced with apastiche ofGreekmythology, medieval
Christianity and Native American cosmology presents a rich in/coherence out of
which interesting themes for curriculum thinking can emerge.
The unnamed heroine comments: "It occurs to me that if I have learned anything
it is that the universe gives no clear word as to its state, that our lives are bracketed
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in fog. And yet there is no holding back. We change ourselves by plunging into the
thickofthings. . .We change ourselves ordie" (p. 194). Inthispaperlreflecton Glover's
strange and touching novel as an artifact that speaks to change and transformation.
As a wildly imaginative romp it interlaces fact and fiction, the real and the imagined in
a sensorial matrix that includes ecology and culture. It is a true hybridization offorma transdisciplinarity out of which something else may be called forth.

Leaping Conceptual Plates
WilliamPinar, WilliamReynolds,PatrickSlattery, andPeterTaubman's (1995)
monumental tome of over a thousand pages UnderstandingCurriculum ends with
the chapter "A postscript for the next generation." It is here that the authors attempt
to bring closure to their comprehensive study ofhistorical and theoretical curriculum
discourse by throwing open the doors of possibility. How will the diverse and
complex field of curriculum continue to evolve? In what directions will the field grow
and flourish? There is an undertone of plaintive unease evident in this final chapter
as the "maturing" re-conceptualists responsible for the field as it exists today pass
on the torch to a new generation. They ask, " How should the field progress in the
near-term? We would answer, "pretty much the same" (p. 852). There is guardedness
in these words, the protectiveness of parents for their progeny. Pinar et al. fret about
the resilience of the field and whether or not it has the autonomy to stand on its feet;
"... the next generation ofcurriculum scholarship might move away from its sources
in the 'parent' disciplines, such as phenomenology and post-structuralism... toward
exploration of concepts indigenous to curriculum..." (pp. 852-853). But they warn
about straying too far or collapsing into mere "discourse," "... staying near our
sources pulls us toward a posture of 'application' or 'implications for curriculum"'
(p. 853). This somewhat ironic plea for tradition and conservatism from the iconoclastic re-conceptualists of the 1960s and 70s is bolstered by a strong statement to the
next generation to remember that curriculum theory must remain firmly tied to life and
to "educational experience."
The generative ecological metaphors used in Pinar et al.'s last chapter are not
lost and speak to the future of curriculum inquiry in ways that perhaps the writers
themselves may not realize. Pinar et al. predict that, " A 'leap' or shift in conceptual
'plates' may be forthcoming... and we think it is possible that this 'hybrid' theory
will come to change images through cross-fertilization" (p. 853). Ifone prediction, or
prescient sense, seems to emerge in their final chapter it is that of cross- fertilization
or transdisciplinarity. It is in this regard that Glover's novel Elle, with its playful
transformative brilliance, is most poignant. Beginning with the life-worlds ofchildren,
educators, and researchers, the next generation ofcurriculum theorists will move out
and through other discourses and disciplines.-Lines will blur - distinctions fall away.
Not in a superficial sense ofappropriating fashionable words and phrases from other
inquiries as so often happens, but instead scholars will be required to enter into deep
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and meaningful dialogue with other disciplines, specifically with those outside the
human and social sciences. It means moving outside the "approved" reading lists
to engage our colleagues in the natural sciences; in ecology, sociobiology, ethology,
neuropsychology, linguistics, literature and evolutionary biology to name a few.
This is a conversation that must take place. If curriculum theory is going to ask the
important questions, " What knowledge is of most worth? What do we make of the
world we have been given, and how shall we remake ourselves to give birth to a new
social order?" (Pinar et al. 1995, p. 866) then we will have to move beyond, while at
the same time including hermeneutic phenomenology with its capacity to bring forth
deep transformations in self-awareness, and the post-structural critique of gender,
class and race that have been our mainstay for the past three decades.
In the epigraph of this paper the poet Carl Sandburg writes, " There is a fish in
me. . ." In this arresting assertion there is something primordial that touches on a
mysterious yet undeniable quality that permeates our existence, our Being. How
might a dialogue with evolutionary biology for instance, help us to understand our
human 'nature'? To open up the Question of Being to a deeper inquiry of our
primordial pre-understanding of human being-in-the-world? To honour the salt that
runs in our veins and in our tears, to break through the deep seated cultural denial
that every molecule ofour bodies once belonged to other bodies both living and nonliving? To better sense what our bodies call for in the making ofthis new social order
ofwhich Pinar speaks? To re-collect, re-member our embodiment as a gift, a gift that
has been rejected and sent into exile by modem, patriarchal metaphysics and
postmodem culturalism? The biologist and writer Marge Midgeley says, "No excuse
remains for anybody in the humanities and social sciences to evade the challenge
ofDarwin and treat man as an isolated miracle" (in Evans 1998, p. 45). Unlike most
curriculum thinking today, Douglas Glover' s novel Elle embraces such a challenge
and becomes all the more human and amazing because of it. It is in this way that it
becomes meaningful for curriculum thinking.

How Are You Feeling?
Without a doubt Derridean language philosophy and Foucauldian cultural
critique and its myriad forms and proponents have radicalized the way we understand
ourselves. It situates us as active constructors of our reality through language and the
subsequent dynamic interplay between the world and us. Through the work of critics
and scholars from Barthes to Lacan and Kristeva, through feminist studies to post
colonialism and queer theory, how we see the world is changed forever. The faith in
the Enlightenment ideal and liberal humanist values have been shaken and altered,
shattering past Eurocentric, patriarchal meta-narratives and giving voice and agency
to those on the borders and margins. But on the cusp of the 2 15 century this critique
isbeginningto reveal its limitations andits impotence inthe face of deep andpervasive
challenges to who we are and what is our place on this planet.
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Post-structuralist cultural critique has a double edge-while it implies the active
construction of reality it also implies a relativism and a semiotic reductionism that
permits a statement like that ofKieran Egan's, "our culture is ournature," to be quoted
by Pinar et al. (1995, p. 867) without reservation or further comment. It is a claim that
is a taken-for-granted truth backed by the force of thirty years of post-structuralist
thinking. At the beginning of this new century the old thorny and unresolved issue
ofsolipsism and nihilism are back like unwelcome guests as we grapple to make sense
of our place on an Earth that is sending us distress signals. Daily we are inundated
with evidence from newspapers, television, radio and our own observations that we
are compromising our health and poisoning the food, air and water we provide for
our children. There is a profound crisis of meaning and alienation infecting our
culture-a culture addicted to unsustainable consumption. The marked rise in eating
disorders, of obesity, of psychiatric drug use by children points to a lack of
connection to people, community and place. How is curriculum theory to help us make
sense of the new realities of the 215' century? We require an educational vision that
honours our need for connection to people and place, to the living Earth, to our own
human nature.Ifcurriculum occurs in the lives ofeducators, researchers and children
then perhaps we require a renewed effort to look closely at our lives, to our needs as
human beings as full participants in the natural order that surrounds us and on which
we depend for our survival. It is this attention to experience that may point a way
forward. How we arefeeling, whiatsense we are receiving from our bodies as a gauge
of physical, psychological and spiritual well-being may be a good starting place. It
is an inquiry that firmly places the postmodern concerns for identity, culture, sexual
and family relations, cognition and language within the ever cycling systems of a
larger field-that of the living Earth.
The "leap in conceptual plates" predictedby Pinar et al. has an air ofthe dramatic
and the cutting edge. It is as if the transdisciplinary cross-fertilization will lead to
exciting new advances in curriculum theory. However, much ofwhat is written in the
scientific disciplines, in sociobiology (Wilson, 1998), neuropsychology (Pinker,
2000; Dennett, 1995), cognitive psychology (Gardner, 1999); evolutionary psychology (Brown, 2000) is distressingly and disturbingly reductionistic. While deemed to
be "cutting edge" and regarded as high status knowledge, it fails to describe human
nature in any satisfying way in its impossible quest for simplification and objectification. The intricate complexity of the postmodern world, of the interplay between
ecology and culture, cannot be 'cut through' with the understandings offered by
these scientific disciplines alone. Talk of brain research, neural networks, multiple
intelligences, systems theory and cybernetics relies on context-free metaphors that
support deeply held and largely unconscious assumptions and beliefs about the
nature ofreality. In this paper I intend to open, in atentative and introductory manner,
a cultural and ecological approach to curriculum theory grounded in the human body
as a body of deep ontological understanding. I will also inquire as to the nature of
language as being in and of the understandingbody and not simply a stamp on it.
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Douglas Glover's rendering of language and human nature as historically situated
in the past and the present draws together the myriad life forces of culture, race and
gender. His novelElle offers adialogical space in whichwe may inquire into a different
ideological orientation to guide our thinking in curriculum theory.
I am a landscape of desire. Everything is a complete surprise to me-baby, body,
heart, the country roundabout, my peculiar history. (Elle p. 53)
Just as the body has its evolutionary history and shows clear traces of the various
evolutionary stages, so too does the psyche.
-Carl G. Jung

Descartes' Nightmare
'What do you do with a headstrong girl?'
Elle is overflowing with the viscera of history and on first contact it is arresting
in itspreoccupationwith the 'animal' body. Excrement (andallmanner ofbodily fluid),
copulation, death, corpses, starvation, deformed babies, bestiality, and disease meld
with dreams, nightmares, visions, symbols, and myths to create ahistorical novel like
no other. Glover's "grotesque realism" is provocative as it is disturbing and raises
questions as to how the novel communicates with us 215' century dwellers in a manner
reminiscent of Rabelais, the Renaissance writer Victor Hugo described as the "
greatest poet of 'flesh' and 'belly"' (Bakhtin, p. 18). In Mikhail Bakhtin's (1984)
RabelaisandHis World we are given a brilliant treatise on Rabelais as the master of
parody; Rabelais' appropriation of folklore, laughter, the irreverent spontaneity of
the carnival stood against the repressive power of the medieval church/state
juggernaut. Carnival laughter "builds its own world in opposition to the official world,
its own church versus the official church, its own state versus the official state"
(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 88). Bakhtin tells us that the degradation characteristic ofRabelais
meant a coming down to earth and this contact "swallows up" while at the same time
is seen to be re-generative.
To degrade is to bury, to sow, and to kill simultaneously, in order to bring forth
something more andbetter. To degrade also means to concernoneselfwiththe lower
stratum of the body, the life of the belly and the reproductive organs; it therefore
relates to acts of defecation and copulation, conception, pregnancy, and birth.
Degradation digs a bodily grave for new birth; it has not only a destructive negative
aspect, but also a regenerating one. ( Bakhtin, 1984, p. 21)
So what type of re-generation might be present in Glover's 21 century
Rabelaisian parody? Our historical epoch is one awash in images of the sexualized
body; what a generation ago would have been considered pornographic or obscene
is now regular fare in mainstream television, movies, print and advertising. The use
of the material body and images and references to bodily functions in 'reality' TV,
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music video, and documentaries is commonplace. Even the casualness of sexual
relations among adolescents and children as young as 12 is a fact of life in the
classroom oftoday. A violent, misogynistic, homophobic rap starnamed 50 Cent who
was nominated for five Grammy awards this year has a song that contains the line:
"Baby if you get on your knees, put me in your mouth and suck me off '; he also
enjoyed success and the adoration of legions of young fans with a song calledISmell
Pussy(Wente,2004, A 19). In this mainstream milieuGlover'sbawdy irreverence may
seem to be simply burrowing down to new lows, unless we keep in mind Bakhtin's
observation that " The grotesque image reflects a phenomenon in transformation,
an as yet unfinished metamorphosis, of death andbirth, growth andbecoming" (1984,
p. 24). I believe Glover's novel points toward just such a transformation. The
pettiness, homeliness ofthe body used in the novel as the primary vehicle ofegotistic
lust and possession has relevance for our culture today. It is the objectified body,
mired in the muck of self-loathing, disease and death. It is the material body that
negates the positive life-force of Eros, of regeneration and renewal to wallow in
narcissistic indulgence. The novel is replete with the destructive tendencies bom out
of alienation and profound loneliness.
The novel, however, craftily opens up in opposition to the self-destructive
subjectivity that is a pervasive form of nihilism. 'Nihilism' means the destruction of
Being: theBeingofall beings, includingthewayofbeingwe call 'human'. Elleprovides
a place in which we can question or re-collect, re-member a sense of Being and its
dimensionality (Levin, 1988); a space where we can question the historical character
of our sense of Being, our deeply felt understandings of Being that is embodied.
Gloverplumbs the depths of the patriarchal repression ofthe body and the denial
ofthe essential embodiment of our Being that shapes the modem consciousness. The
novel's heroine is intelligent, irreverent and resourceful who loves, "mild intoxicants,
good sex, witty conversations, cheap printed books and a front-row seat at public
executions" (p. 83). For her lusty improprieties on the crossing of the Atlantic and
her" disobedient temperament... libidinous and bookish nature" (p. 30), our young
heroine's uncle exiles her, her oldnurse and her ineffectual lover to certain death on
a barren rocky island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The others die leaving the young
woman utterly alone, bereft, abandoned. "What do you do with a headstrong girl?
Always adifficult question. Kill her, maimher, amputate limbs, pouracidoverherface,
put out her eyes, shave her head... Forget her" (p.29). In this individual and collective
forgetting she is cast overboard-a symbolizing of the modem, masculinized
cosmology. The Sieur de Roberval exiles his niece for" like the infinite universe, which
threatens to swallow the individual 'like a speck,' the female with her strange rhythms
of the natural (now alien) world, becomes a reminder of how much lies outside the
grasp of man" (Bordo, 1987, p. 111). His act encapsulates the Cartesian pursuit of
certainty; it is as Bordo calls it a "flight to objectivity," a shift from the medieval
organic view of the cosmos to the dream ofa unified system of absolute knowledge.
The epistemological ideals of clarity, detachment and objectivity silences nature's
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voice and denies the essential embodiment of the human being. Descartes' dream
rejected the wisdom of the body, our capacity for responsiveness and receptivity,
while demarcating, bifurcating the subject/object, body/mind in a philosophy that
dominates ourWesternthinking andworldview. AccordingtoNeil Evemden (1992),
"The narcissistic Descartes created a 'philosophy of solitude' andwe suffer still from
his success in 'drawing a set of rigid boundaries' around the cogito, and in
withdrawing the ego from the world and body" (p. 45).
In essence, it is the life denying, life alienating tendencies at the heart of our
modem consciousness that percolates to the surface in Glover's tale. In recognizing
this we are open to a sense of Bakhtin's "regeneration" and "positive force" that
grows out of the debauchery, debasement and death. The nihilism, the cancer of the
spirit so prevalent challenges us to consider the life force inherent in our biological
nature-the emergence, not of the objective body, but the subjective body-the
understanding body, the intelligent body, the ontological body. It is the body
inspired by Eros as a challenge to the rule of Thanatos which has brought our culture
to the brink of the abyss; to the depths of alienation, loneliness, to a crisis of
meaninglessness.

Re-membering Being
DavidMichael Levin (1988)believes; "'Overcoming metaphysics means overcoming the metaphysical misunderstanding ofthe being ofthe human body. It means
overcoming our historically deep-seated guilt and shame, flaming into a terrible
hatredof the body" (p. 56). But to overcome such deeply seated cultural beliefs we
must do more than engage in philosophical and conceptual critique. We must
retrieve, re-member the ontological body, the understanding body, the intelligent
body. This involves letting go of our dualistic way of thinking. It involves a manner
of thinking that is radically different, one that engages the wholeness of our being,
and "takes place as much in the life of our feet and hands and eyes as it does in our
head, ourbrains, orourmind" (Levin, 1988, p.56). Itmeans going deeply into the body
ofexperience, into the felt-sense ofourbodily awareness (Gendlin, 1981). There must
be a deep commitment to retrieval, to recollection, to learning from other wisdom
traditions that eschew Cartesian dualism and this intimation surfaces as a regenerative possibility at the end of the Glover's novel when our heroine says of her writer
friend F. (Rabelais);
He delights in my tales of life among the savages, their habit of renaming one
another to record significant life events, their cunning mistranslations, their trust
in dreams, their tales of transformations-something there, he says, we have
ourselvesforgot. (p. 179)
It is out of the death, destruction, disease there begins to emerge the transformative
humanization of our sensibility and capacities for perception. Levin (1988) in The
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Body's Recollection ofBeing says that Nietzsche was essentially the first philosopher since the beginning of the Judaeo-Christian influence to espouse the human
body in its "truth, beauty and its goodness" (p.33). He was the first philosopher to
repudiate the teachings of the patriarchal world; "All virtues are physiological
conditions; and even our most sacred convictions.... are judgments of our muscles"
( in Levin, p. 33). Nietzsche, according to Levin, came within a breath ofrecognizing
something like a "corporeal intentionality" or a functioning intentionality of the
body. Cognitive scientists (Lakoff& Johnson, 2000; Varela, Thompson & Rosch,
1991) today would concur with Nietzche's proposition that we are inherently
embodied beings andwould agree with Nietzsche's observation; "Before judgment
occurs there is a cognitive activity that does not enter consciousness but operates
in the living body" (Levin, 1988, p. 37).
Heidegger, drawing heavily on the thinking of Nietzsche, recognized but never
fully fleshed out the depth of our embodiment. For Heidegger (1979) the body is
"internalized in feeling" and feeling is " the basic mode ofDasein by force of which
and in accordance with which we are always already lifted beyond ourselves into
being as a whole" (p. 99) Heidegger talks about the 'felt-body' that contests and
counter-balances the objective natural body which we come to know only much later
through the analytical sciences. Feeling and sensibility deny the reduction of the
body to an isolated objective being;
Feeling, as feeling oneself to be, is precisely the way we are bodily. Bodily being
then does not mean that the soul is burdened by a hulk we call a body... We do not
'have' a body; rather we 'are' bodily. (pp. 98-99)
Heidegger' s words imply that there is a felt or experiential dimension to everything,
that the world is intelligible only because of the "feeling tone" (Fisher, 2002) that
pervades it. Our modern dualistic ontology denies the biological, evolutionary
wisdom of the human body as an intelligent, creative, self-organizing system.
Merleau-Ponty (1968) perhaps the mostprofoundofallphilosophers ofembodiment
was working on a notion of theflesh which he had not fully explicated before his
untimely death. In reading his collected notes published posthumously as The
Visible and the Invisible it seems Merleau-Ponty was speaking of our bodies being
made of the same flesh as the world and the world shares in the flesh of our bodies.
There was a strong sense beginning to emerge of an interactive, ecological grounding
in his complex metaphor, a conceptualizing of our embeddedness in and continuity
with the wider world. Merleau-Ponty wrote: "The flesh is not matter, is not mind, is
not substance. To designate it, we should need the old term "element," in the sense
it was used to speak of water, air, earth, and fire, that is, in the sense ofa general thing"
(1968, p. 139). Once again there is somethingprimordial here, apre-understanding that
touches on the goose flesh we experience at a wolf howl, the pull and draw of the
waves and tides or the mesmerizing effect of a fire; we are touched and something
resonates deep within us.
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Psychiatrist and psychotherapist Eugene Gendlin (1981; 1997) whose work
draws on philosophy, phenomenology and psychotherapy has developed an
experiential practice called 'focusing' which works with the natural ordering and
implicit demanding of our bodies. We know that our bodies point to, intend, call for
certain directions from us. As I sit here writing this the physical sensations and
sounds emanating from my stomach imply my getting a snack-hunger implies
feeding. The dullness and lethargy experienced in a stuffy windowless classroom
implies getting outside for fresh air. These are rather obvious examples that our
bodies have a precisely attuned intentional relationship with the external world.
Gendlin posits that obvious physical intending by the body occurs in more complex
instances of daily living. Our bodies are always sensing our whole life-situation and
intending, urging us toward the next action that will, as Gendlin phrases it, " carry
our lives forward" (1993, p. 62-63). Our bodies intend some action through feelings
or afelt sense that is an ongoing, concrete, underlying bodily sensitivity. Feelings
are our bodily grasping of all that is nonfocal at the moment; they are our sensing,
all at once, the many background meanings that are in play or relevant in any given
situation. "Feelings are thus more diffuse or fuzzy than emotions, less distinct or clear,
because they contain all these meanings in apre-reflective mass" (Fisher, 2002, p.57).
Every feeling is a holistic implying, a steering of our life force in some direction, a
stirring ofthe life force toward some unfolding ofour existence. Hence it is nota mental
experience but a physical one that does not come in thoughts or words, " but as a
single (though oftenpuzzling andvery complex) bodily feeling" (Gendlin, 1981, p.33).
The body is a finely tuned living responsiveness intending the completion of its
needs whetherthe "hunger" be physical, social, emotional, developmental, intellectual, sexual, spiritual, aesthetic, or whatever (Fisher, 2002, p. 60).
Gendlin presents a practice that allows one to go down into the bodily felt-sense,
to our pre-ontological attunement, an attunement woven into embodiment. Most of
us can recall being in a situation that "just didn't feel right" or felt "just right." Pressed
to elaborate we most likely would struggle with the words to describe the feeling. This
feeling of rightness is very important. As Gendlin explains, "'Every bad feeling is
potential energy toward a right way of being if you give it space to move toward
rightness. The very existence ofbad feelings within you is evidence that your body
knows what is wrong and what is right (1981, p.76). Any effort to overcome the
alienation, loneliness, destruction and death associated with our Western culture
involves aretrieval ofour embodiment. Out ofthis attunement to the organic wisdom
of the body and our cultivation of sensibility and the capacities of perception given
to us as a gift by nature will come a re-generation, an opening up of our lives to an
ever-widening field. This will happen only if we quiet the conceptualizing mind in
order to listen to the body's own speech, its own logos. It is then that our "thinking"
will sound, and be, radically different.
Douglas Glover's heroine is bereft, alienated by the forces of patriarchal
modernity, destined to death and suffering, disease, self-destruction, life-denying,
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narcissistic abuse of body and mind. "We do not wash.... There are bird bones,
broken feathers, rotting animal guts and piles of shit everywhere you look.... I cannot
bear to look at myself, covered as I am with red mud, insect bites, scrapes, calluses
andbruises." (p. 49) At the lowest point ofdebasement and debauchery, "the divided,
atomized, individualized bodies.... [Grotesque realism] did not cut off the umbilical
cordwhich tied themto the fruitful womb ofthe earth" (Bakhtin, 1984,p. 23). Glover' s
umbilical cord, his life-line, symbolic of a deeper relatedness, of our ineliminable
presence and the possibility of a significant transformation in our awareness, and our
self-understanding as beings embedded in wider living field comes in the form of a
bear. It is the bear that stands against nihilism- the destruction of Being.
... but it was a Canadian bear with a woman's heart, and the General remembered
me when he saw it. (Elle, p. 29)
Only human beings have come to the point where they no longer know why they
exist. They... have forgotten the secret knowledge of theirbodies, their sense, their
dreams.
-Lame Deer, Sioux Medicine Man

The Bearing of Mind and/in Body
In the novel Elle the bear motif is pervasive. Early in the novel we are told that it
was a "Canadian bearwith a woman's heart" that was responsible forthe demise ofthe
vicious Sieur de Roberval. Two bears figure prominently and perhaps prophetically in
the insignia of the Roberval coat of arms. While making her way from the ship to the
rocky island prison our heroine is gripped with despair, " I know that I shall die upon
this alien shore, this coastline ofmystery, this place called Canada.." Yetthere is a sense
of hope foreshadowed in her next words, of life embodied in the bear as she points to
the animal's eventual coming; " I cannot foresee the bear. The bear is in the future."
Ecologist Paul Shepard (1999) writes that for twenty years he has had an
intermittent meditation on the bear. He believes that the image ofthe bear represents
far more than the animal itself, and it seems possible " that the whole of the animal
kingdom could be regarded as having a history parallel to the bear's biological
evolution" (p. 7). The bear is representative of the larger living world and the role it
played in human imagination and human consciousness. The noun "bear" comes
from an Indo-European root term that gives us many other words, such as bury,
borrow, burrow, bereave, bairn, birth, bier which have to do with death and birth. The
word calls forth the life cycle, that which is inherently creative. "To bear" means to
"to give," "to bring forth," "to make appear." Shepard tells us that the dozens of
meanings of the verb "bear" conform to one of three general meanings; " to carry or
transmit; to give birth; and to hold to a course- each with a place in cosmology" (p.
8). In the rich mythology of the bear, transmitting food and spiritual blessing takes
place on earth, giving birth takes place in the underworld and holding course refers
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to the night sky. Abandoned and starving, the sheer will to live substituting for the
knowledge to adequately procure food and shelter, the young girl is desperate yet
the Bear is ever present. "One evening, late in August, there is a whiff of frost in the
air. The sky is clear. Above our heads, the Great Bear and the Little Bear whirl around
the sky's centre peg" (p. 49). Ursa Major, the constellation that dominates the
northern sky and its connection to the Pole Star in Ursa Minor, the guide of all human
travelers in this hemisphere emerges as a giver of life.
The pivotal moment in the novel marking the seeds of the Bakhtinian renewal
and regeneration in the degrading tale comes when a bear, lured by the scent of the
shallow graves ofourheroine's nurse and lover, ambles into camp. Immediately there
is a connection between the two; "It is huge-what you would expect-but the
hugeness is oddly deflated. The bear is skin and bones-mostly bones as I am
myself... By the look ofthings, she is a female, an old motherbear, a fact that increases
my sense of kinship and identification" (p. 68-69). The feminine maternal symbolism
is life-giving. Shepard tells us that the bear was at the centre of the transformation
from natural history to cognitive history. "The great bear was the best and richest
gift of winterfoods. She was the seeming virginmother, bringingforth heryoung from
the winter den, as though from the womb of the earth (1999, p. 8). In the encounter
with the young castaway the bear dies, fortuitously, of natural causes as it summons
its waning strength to lunge toward the young girl. "Oh, bear, I think. Now I will eat
you, and we will know together the difference between being and nothingness. And
you shall be another mother to me" (p. 71). The allusion to Sartrean existential despair
in these lines is countered by the life-force of the bear, the bear that provides,
sustains, nourishes; it is the sacramental meal.
On an impulse born ofthe moment and the sight ofthe steaming guts, I gather sword,
heart and liver, lift the flap of her belly wound and slip inside. I am suddenly warm,
warmer than I have been in months, maybe warmer than I have been since my first
(and other wise useless) mother gave birth to me. I suck the liver and pull the bear's
belly close around me. (p.7 1)
The girl descends into the bear as the bear descends into the earth, into the nether
world from which birth and rebirth take place. It is in this act that the animal, the natural
world vitalizes the processes that make up our identity. Ifwe go down into the body,
listen to the organic wisdom of its self-organizing responsiveness then there is
possibility of renewal, rebirth. Under our skin we know our selves to inhabit a dark
landscape of desires and fears, strange rumblings, the tumult of feeling that often
deny name or form. In the quieting ofthe conceptual mind it is possible to access the
wisdom of the heart, the gut, and the head as if led by the compass of our animal
guides. In a real sense this is the body re-membered, placed in the wholeness.of a
deeper and more nurturing dimensionality. When our young heroine emerges she is
transformed; her prospects improved for a time by an aboriginal hunter who was
tracking the bear and was led to the pathetic campsite.
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As the story develops the young girl is folded into the spirit of the bear in a
progressively hallucinatory blurring of her physical identity with that of the bear's.
Reality and dreams intersect and interlace, flow through each other in a transformative, metamorphic dimension; "In my dreams I grow a snout, huge curved claws and
extra teats... I shamble alone through trackless forests, along ancient rivers. .." There
is a strong sense that our heroine is struggling to shed the modem cosmology, the
strangulation of the bifurcated body/mind alienating her from the living Earth and a
larger dynamic field; "My body encases the detritus of two worlds, or my shabby
memories have frozen into shapes which gall me but can now be safely, ifpainfully
removed... At the threshold of another world where strangeness and confusion rule,
where all words are untranslatable, such questions become paramount. What if I
forget everything? Thenwill I be made anew?" (p. 130-131) Itishere ourmaincharacter
attempts to articulate the "shift," the felt-sense (Gendlin, 1981) that comes with
challenging and overcoming the self-estranged, disembodied, narcissistic experience described by our modem, Cartesian ontology. With a deepening ofexperience,
mind, body, and world increasingly unify.
Our minds like our bodies, still live in the Pleistocene. Nature is not scenery or the
zoo in which the affluent parts of the world seems to bask as though at the circus.
It is the genesis of the mind.
-Paul Shepard, 1999, p. 14

Language In and Of the Body"Remembering Where the Water Is"
"Storytelling," writes the novelist Barbara Kingsolver (1998), " is as old as our
need to remember where the water is. It's as persistent as our desire to teach our
children how to live in this place that we have known longer than they have" (p. 17).
In these words Kingsolver touches on something at the core of what it means to be
human, once again it calls forth the primordial that exists below the realm of logic,
culture. Glover, too, emphasizes the essential interconnectedness ofour capacity for
language and our biological bodies. Typical ofthe novel the connection is not subtle
as our heroine states baldly; " I like fucking, food and reading books and arguing with
my tutor and waking up with the sun pouring in the window in the morning" (p. 37).
However, her love of words, or more aptly, of her Western metaphysical notion of
language, is badly shaken on arriving in Canada. The wilderness, the 'othemess' of
the land and its inhabitants challenges deeply entrenched cultural beliefs about the
nature oflanguage and text. "I mean, I have entered a place where the old definitions,
words themselves, no longer apply... I am terrified.... Does God's sure hand extend
this far beyond the stink of civilization and the throw of language (p. 39)?" she asks.
Much has been written about our most fundamental human capacity. The
Western world's greatest thinkers from the Greeks down through the ages to present
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day post-structuralists have turned their analytic and philosophic gaze upon
language in all its forms. The Enlightenment legacy and its effects on Western culture,
science, art, literature and identity has been the subject of exhaustive philosophical
scrutiny. Language has been used to separate the 'human' realm from the natural world
andtoday is part ofourtaken for granted understanding. Stemming from the influential
Cartesian and Kantian traditions, social constructivism is not such a great leap; having
separated humanity from the natural world, and claimed as Kant did that "the
understanding does not derive its laws from, but prescribes them to, nature," (in Kidner,
2000, p. 347) it is a small step to the position that nature itself exists only as an artifact
ofthe human realm, of human thought and language. The young heroine inElle echoes
the alienating division that exists, and the deeply embedded beliefs about our use of
language, particularly our ability to read and write when she says, " I have made many
mistakes. I blame printed books for this, a recent invention which has leadus to solitary
pleasures: reason, private opinions, moral relativism... " (p. 65). Allwehave to do is recall
Kieran Egan's observation; "our culture is our nature," unchallenged by Pinar et al.
(1995, p. 867) to see that this view has become "common sense."
The nature we seem to live in now is the scientific, political and cultural "nature."
There is a well entrenched denial of our human nature. Humans have mechanized
bodies run by "mini-robots" (Dennett, 1995) or are merely "blank slates" on which
values\and concepts are inscribed (Pinker, 2000). All natural order is assumed to be
an imposed order. This is the anthropocentric side of the nature/culture divide. The
order (culture) that imposes is seen to be independent; on the other side is something
passive and unordered (nature), upon which order is imposed, "something that does
not feed back because it has no order of its own" (Gendlin, 1991, p. 41). Today the
idea that language is any way inherent in human nature is believed to be hopelessly
naive. We must acknowledge that forms oforder exist and are imposed, however, we
must also reclaim a sense that they are not the only kind of order. As Gendlin remarks,
"experience is always organized by the evolutionary history of the body, and also
by culture and situations partly organized by language" (Gendlin, 1973, p.292). Fully
realizing this "evolutionary history" ofthe body means reclaiming our embodiment;
to understand that we are given a self-organizing, organic wisdom that also orders
our experiences. Language, our defining human capacity, is in and ofthe human body
and is a gift given us by nature. The novel Elle plays with this notion tuming language
back into the landscape from which it once arose. Our exiled characters are forced to
turn to our heroine's books for physical sustenance, literally returning language to
the body; " In the night, some animal chews the pages of my Bible. Bastienne says
we might strip the leather bindings and glue and boil them for food. At all events, the
cause of literature has been set back in Canada." (p.42). Later she reports with matterof-fact finality, "We have eaten the books" (p. 48).
Gendlin posits that our bodies "know language" and can call forth the right
words to symbolize our experiences. Our feelings call up the right words. Gendlin
(1992) uses the metaphor of feelings arisingor coming up in us as we experience the
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world. He writes of feeling as a 'lifting out' and this lifting out leads to articulation,
"the feeling knows how to speak and demandsjustthe right words. The feeling, more
exactly, is sufficient to bring the words to the person's speech" (Gendlin, 1992, p. 52).
We cannot impose any meaning or words we like on our experience or tell whatever
story we wish to reflect our being, or be whoever we simply want to be. This would
result in agreat disturbance in our 'felt-sense' ofwho we "genuinely are." We would
be inauthentic. Polonius counsels Laertes, his son, "To thine own self be true." In
that advice is the promise of inner contentment and balance. Our feelings, our bodies,
cannot be fooled or bypassed. To illustrate this Fisher (2002) reminds us of that
universal experience of having an expression on the tip ofthe tongue. Our felt sense
will keep "trying on" words until the right words at last appear and bring us that
wonderful sigh of relief or outflow of energy. This common experience shows that
our bodies understand language. As I write I come to the end of a line. I search for
the next word, a beginning; I make a few false starts, and then erase. My felt sense
willtell me whenlhave the right words; it 'implies' the rightwords. Itneeds, demands,
wants, and calls forth what the next line must say. I may continue to write not 'happy'
withthe line that emerged but Iwill be compelledto goback later, the 'nagging' feeling
will not go away until I do. When I do revise, or become unstuck, my writing, my life
is carried forward in some small way. In contrast to this when a book or lecture is boring
or senseless it "does nothing" for our lives. Yet, when a person says or writes
something deeply insightful and relevant it opens our lives and touches us is at the
center of our being and moves our lives along. Or as Susan Griffin (1992) observes,
" when a lie is told the body is cast into a state of profound disturbance" (p. 330).
Language, then, is in and of the body.
"I am infected with otherness"-Elle (pp. 156-157)
The Bakhtinian regeneration and renewal emerges as a transformative shift in
consciousness in our young heroine. There is a newfound maturity and wisdom in
her thinking, speech and manner. " I would like to read a book instead ofeating one.
But in a universe governed by swirling contraries, I seem to be drifting farther and
farther from the world I used to know, farther from the world of the recognizably
human, closer to difference, divinity and madness" (p. 144). The disconcerting shift
occurs when symbolic forns, culture-history-linguistics interact in a life process. At
the end of the story, meaning, for our main character, is located not only in language,
but rather in a broader process ofbodily living-in-the world that includes language.
She emerges changed forever;
A cormorant, ablack snake with wings, skims silently above the surface ofthe water.

Eider ducks rise and fall on invisible waves. I am reminded ofthe mysterious beauty
of Canada, peace just beyond the ambit of human squalor, silence split by the call
of bird or the cry of wolf, the antiseptic and ghostly whiteness when winter comes.
Already I miss the place. (p. 157)
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Out of the degeneration Eros arises on the wings of a cormorant. This is much
more than a Romantic back-to-nature ruralism. The young woman in-corporates a
relationality with the more-than-human that is evident in her struggle to re-claim her
'old' ways. She has to re-learn her language, how to read; "When I try to read, the
letters seem meaningless to me, as helpful to me as the animal tracks Itslk tried once
to explain" (p. 165-166). In these words textuality is broadened, made more inclusive
and embraces the living landscape. Later she admits to F. (Rabelais); "I tried to read
one (a book) on the Nellie but could not follow the story... The letters looked like
bears, foxes, and cranes chasing each other across the page" (p. 173).
This is a vision of language as a symbolic system inextricably webbed with and
emerging out of the world we experience. It is a relational, deeply interconnected
sense of language. It opens up a sense that reading, writing and speech, the space
of transaction between readers, writers and speakers draws a particular power from
an inherently organic, sensorial matrix-an interconnected reality and stands in stark
contrast to a closed system of language that floats above the world, disconnected
from experience, signs endlessly referring to other signs in a perpetual Derridean
deferral of meaning. How might our view of language and curriculum change if
approached as integral to an inclusive community ofinterrelatedpresences? Borgmann
(1992) hints at this emerging relationship when he says;
The only reality author and reader can be sure of are traces of ink on a page. These
marks, no matter how real, would forever be silent were they not embedded in a
communal context wherein they invite and instruct the reader to recall and call for a
certain reality. Atext by itselfis helpless; to require help isits virtue. The requirements
for its vitality are the existence ofa literate community and the presence ofan eloquent
reality. These certainly should be the conditions of life. (p. 117)
The interrelatedness and interdependencies inherent in reading and writing make it, in
a very real sense, an ecological endeavour. This is not simply a metaphor for webs of
social connections, but a living reality arising out of a very human-nature experience.
Glover's strange and arresting novel nests textuality in the heart of experience
directing our attention to the unique, to the world of particulars, to emotion and
insight. In a similar way the poet Gary Snyder (1990) also moves textuality out into
the physical world;
The stratigraphy ofrocks, layers ofpollen in a swamp, the outward expanding circles
in the trunk of a tree, can be seen as texts. The calligraphy of rivers winding back
and forth over the land leaving layer upon layer of traces of previous river beds is
text. The layers of history in language become a text of language itself. (p. 66)
Literary theorist Robert Scholes (2001) in his recent book The Crafty Reader also
alludes to the inherency of language, of text in an embodied integration in who we
are as human beings living in the world.
Textuality runs deep, since all human beings can be seen as textual animals inmore
than one sense. First of all, like every living thing we replicate ourselves through the
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transmission of genetic information coded in nucleonic acids, DNA and RNA. We
are biologically, the result ofa textual process. We have been scripted. Beyond that,
of course, human beings are born into linguistic and cultural heritages that are.
themselves powerful texts, shaping our possibilities and impossibilities, and we
function amid webs of information carried by various audible, visual, and verbal
media that shape the ways we live and die. We never escape textuality and ifwe live
after death, it will be textually, in signs-memories, photographs, words, in pixels,
or on a page or cut into stone. (p. 78)
At its heart Douglas Glover's novel Elle is a search for meaning, an overcoming

ofalienation from the livihg Earth and in so doing itrecounts a healing ofthe modem
body/mind, nature/culture split. The novel points to the drawing together ofour ways
of knowing as human beings and explores the restoration, renewal and potential
healing through transdisciplinarity of the alienating, nihilistic cleavage that plagues
our (post)modern culture. Ultimately this renewal is an experiential and hermeneutic
effort that requires a retrieval of our embodiment. Its lesson is that our lives, our living
must meaningfully negotiate the intricacies and intersections of ecology and culture.
We must cultivate academic and intellectual climates in which we can articulate this
reality and in so doing place ourselves firmly within a broader process of a bodily
living-in-the-world that includes language and culture.

A Curriculum of Recovery
Curriculum is our memorial to an old intentionality. Remembered, resymbolized,
a formerrelation to the world isreviewed and then arranged for someone else... What
curriculum theory strives to return to the reception of curriculum is the reflexive
moment that was there in its creation.
-Madeleine Grumet, 1990, p. 193

Pinar et al. mused about how the future ofcurriculum theory may enable a more
complex and sophisticated inquiry into the traditional curriculum questions; what
knowledge is ofmost worth? What do we make ofthe world we have been given, and
how shall we remake ourselves to give birth to a new social order? (1995, p. 866) And
yet, perhaps, it is not more complexity or sophistication ofwhich we are in need. I am
drawn to the novelist Barbara Kingsolver's words, "Storytelling is as old as our need
to remember where the water is. It's as persistent as our desire to teach our children
how to live in this place that we have known longer than they have." In essence is
not this at the heart of curriculum-the formulating and transmission of our storieshow our culture interprets the world for its young? And isn't this the way ithas always
been? I believe this is what Madeleine Grumet is striving to capture in her "reflexive
moment ... that was there in its creation." In what way can we re-capture the "old
intentionality" to teach our children where the water is and how to live in this place?
To my thinking this is the task at lhand and the urgency to rethink our cultural stories
is building daily. Unfortunately, it has little to do with sophistication, technology,
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high-status or cutting edge knowledge and everything to do with re-membering, reclaiming, conserving cultural beliefs and practices that nurture cultural and biodiversity. It means taking up the knowledge ofthe oikos, ofthe dwelling and learning
how to dwell in our places and in our bodies. It means overturning the mechanistic
metaphors of the body, to understand the wisdom and living responsiveness to
which we have access ifwe learn to settle down within ourselves and listen, feel from
the different resonant centers of consciousness. This is the center of our regeneration and renewal in a culture that objectifies and debases the body in a rising tide of
collective self-loathing. It means understanding language as a gift, and in so doing
accepting the capacity of language to hold the resonant sense of being, for it is this
capacity that can truly sustain us.
So we may, as Douglas Glover's heroine says, be "destined always to be on the
edge ofthings" (p. 43) and while teetering there we may "only discover the necessity
for larger and larger explanations that will always fall short," (p. 98) but our way
forward, the transformation ofthis destiny may lie in going over the edge and down,
deep inside, into the thick of things, into the intricacies of our daily lives to re-claim
the stories that make the most "sense," that help us understand how we feel and what
our children really need in order to live in this place- and "to remember where the
water is."

Note
'A special acknowledgment to Dr. Dennis Sumara of the Department of Secondary
Education, University of Alberta who introduced me to the novel Elle as part of a doctoral
seminar during the Winter Term 2004.
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